
Rura-Tonga – The Wreck of the Haruka Maru 
 

 A simple overflight of native fishermen in the South Pacific puts the characters on the track of a 
missing Japanese ship with a singularly deadly cargo. Can they discover the secrets of the Haruka 
Maru and put an end to its dangers? 
 

 
 
Act One, Scene One – Barely Alive 
 The PCs begin on the Grumman G-21 seaplane Flying Fish, returning to Rura-Tonga from Port 
Moresby, New Guinea. It's a beautiful tropical paradise sort of day – brilliant blue skies, a bit of a 
westerly breeze, not a cloud to be seen as far as the eye can see. Each of the PCs likely had some 
business there: 
 

 Captain Sharp and Sparky (and Jasper!) had ferried a few tourists over, and are simply bringing 
the others back. 

 Janice Porter was writing a short series on the city for her paper. 
 Dr. Higginbotham had been researching reports of an aborginal tribe of New Guinea 

headhunters that were rumored to be just outside the city (they weren't). 
 Graveleux was performing a short job for a Port Moresby smuggler. 
 Alika was enjoying his first flight on a big iron bird after performing a favor for one of the 

others (Dr. Higginbotham or Capt. Sharp). 
 Alison is simply coming to Rura-Tonga to see if there are any buried treasures worth raiding! 

 
 The flight was delayed three days by a brutal – and entirely unpredicted – storm (but weather 
reports in this region have never been too reliable....). There was some damage to the Flying Fish 

To The GM 

 Sidebars like this are included in the adventure at various points. These include information that 
isn't essential but may be useful, suggestions for additions or alternative scenes, and so forth. Feel free 
to ignore them as appropriate to your situation and your players! For example: 

Beginning Play 

 When running this adventure, be prepared to spend a few minutes going through the character 
sheet with players unfamiliar with the Ubiquity System and/or Hollow Earth Expedition (HEX) to give 
them a primer on how to play. In particular, it's often a good idea to highlight their character's 
Motivations and Flaws – it gives them some ideas on how to earn Style Points, and it reminds you what 
those Motivations/Flaws are! 

 The island of Rura-Tonga, several of the characters here, and many of the details of island life 
and wildlife are drawn from the Any-System setting Heroes of Rura-Tonga. The PDF is available  
through Griffon Publishing Studio (http://griffonpub.home.att.net/) for $12; it contains maps and other 
docs that the GM may find useful, as well as notes on the South Pacific of the 1930s. 

Player Character Notes 

 The characters provided are all a little stronger than beginning characters as defined in HEX – 
they all have 2 Talents or Resources and 2 Flaws. Captain Sharp should be considered a required 
character for the group. If someone plays Sparky, it's best to explain to them that they will have to use 
Animal Handling to give Jasper any commands more sophisticated than “Fetch, boy!”. 



(which took 2 days to repair), but a radio message from Rura-Tonga states that their damage is minor 
and the weather is good, so Captain Sharp elects to head out. Near the end of the flight, let everyone 
make a Perception Check; the PC with the highest Successes spots a native canoe drifting below them 
as they fly by. Dr. Higginbotham will ask for a closer overflight so he can observe what the natives are 
doing (a request he makes often on these flights). But coming in closer, they notice that there's only one 
native in the canoe and he appears badly injured (Perception, Difficulty 3 - +2 Bonus for binoculars). 
 While the day is bright and sunny (a typical South Pacific day) the sea is somewhat choppy, but 
Captain Sharp can land safely by Taking the Average. Getting to the canoe will take an Average 
Athletics/Swim check (Difficulty 2); fortunately there's no sharks around. The native in the canoe is 
almost dead, requiring heroic measures to save his life (4+ Successes on a Medicine/First Aid check 
just to keep him alive long enough to get him to shore). A Medicine/Forensics check (Difficulty 2) 
will ascertain that the poor man was savagely wounded by something with large, sharp claws. Someone 
with Survival/Hunting (Difficulty 3) will note the wounds appear far too large and deep for any of the 
local beasts. Only Alika will recognize the young man as someone from his home island, but Dr. 
Higginbotham or one of the others may recognize his clan from his dress and ornamentation 
(Intelligence Check, Difficulty 3). If not, the natives onshore will recognize him. 
 The island, Tomura-Lato, is about 100 miles north and west from Rura-Tonga – very near (5 
miles) the border of the Japanese Mandate. Experienced seafarers will suggest that this is about 2 days' 
sail by canoe. If the heroes bring the seafarer back to Rura-Tonga, someone (Chief Loutaka?) will 
urgently request that they fly over to Tomura-Lato to see what's going on... 
 

 

 
Act One, Scene Two – On The Beach 
 The PCs may leave immediately – it's less than an hour to Tomura-Lato. There are no 
Europeans in residence, but there is a thriving native village on the south coast. The western side of the 
island is dominated by a sharp, towering ridge (remnant of a volcano that blew itself out sideways, and 
curving east to west in a rough half-moon shape); the east is very flat, rising maybe 20' in all from the 

Island Knowledge 
 Most of the characters know nothing of the island of Tomura-Lato; any checks they make to 
know something of the island or its inhabitants should be Untrained. Since it's his home, Alika knows 
the island like the back of his hand – allow him to Take the Average of his Survival or Intelligence as 
appropriate for any question of island geography, wildlife or his people. Dr. Higginbotham and Capt. 
Sharp both know a bit about the island as well (having visited it before), and can roll Intelligence 
checks for island knowledge as desired. 

But Why Should I Care??? 
 It should be obvious why most of the PCs would want to go to Tomura-Lato to investigate – 
especially Alika! Capt. Sharp's sense of honor would drive him to go, as would Janice's curiousity and 
Higginbotham's sense of duty (unusual happenings near the Japanese Mandate should pique his interest; 
plus, he's visited the island before). Sparky will go if Capt. Sharp orders him to, or may choose to go out 
of a sense of obligation. Alison may sense an opportunity to find something valuable, or (if Janice is 
involved) to get her name in the papers.  

 Graveleux has no obvious reason to go besides boredom – which may be a problem. One of the 
PCs might decide to hire him (and several would know he's a good man to have in a tight spot). If 
nothing else, the GM can always mention that one of his acquaintances on Rura-Tonga has heard that a 
pair of French Army officers are planning to pay a visit to the island in a couple of days. That would be 
a good reason for him to be elsewhere for a while.... 



shore to the base of the ridge. The flatlands are overgrown in lush jungle, thinning out near the coast 
due to frequent flooding; while the south has fairly deep water and a glorious beach, the north has a 
band of treacherous salt-water marshes and thick coral near the water's surface, making landing the 
Flying Fish there almost impossible. The village, Tevu, is on the beach near the base of the bluffs that 
mark the end of the western ridge. The flatness of the land makes even a mild storm surge dangerous; 
while the huts are all built on stilts for this reason (raising them 4'-6' off the ground), the natives have 
learned to shelter in the caves of the bluffs in severe weather. Alika and Higginbotham know this (no 
roll) while Capt. Sharp may recall this with an Intelligence check (2 Successes); the others can try an 
Intelligence check, but at a -2 Penalty. That's where they're hiding when the Flying Fish shows up.... 
 The PCs get Perception checks as they overfly the island to see what they can spot from the air; 
using binoculars grants a +2 Bonus. Here's what they might see: 
 
1 Success – Look at the pretty island! And there's some sort of boat off to the north.... 
2 Successes – The village is obvious just off the south beach, it looks too quiet – boats up on the beach, 

no movement. There's a small freighter aground in the reefs on the north coast. That wasn't here 
before.... 

3 Successes – The ship's lying on its side; it looks badly damaged, her back broken. And there's 
someone on board – look, he's waving! There's some obvious storm damage to the village – downed 
trees, collapsed huts. And those small “logs” on the beach by the village - I think they're bodies.... 

4 Successes – There's the remnants of a Japanese flag dangling from the ship's mast, and the survivor 
might be wearing a Japanese merchant marine uniform; much of the vessel is damaged, while some 
of it looked almost scorched in spots. Those are definitely bodies on the sand, and there's a faint 
wisp of smoke rising from the bluffs nearby.  

5 Successes – There's a faint smudge of smoke on the far western horizon. And you could swear you 
saw something moving under the trees; something bigger than a man... 

 

 
 Landing in the lagoon near the village is easy for any competent pilot (Pilot/Aircraft, 
Difficulty 2, Take The Average). Usual practice is to anchor the seaplane 20-30 yds off the beach and 
wade ashore to avoid grounding on the sand (and possibly getting stuck). From there the PCs can get a 
much better view of the village, which has obviously been devastated by some sort of animal attack. 
Several dead bodies – a dozen or more – are apparent scattered across the beach and among the huts 
with savage claw and bite wounds; walls of many of the huts have been torn apart. (However, most of 
the native canoes drawn up on the beach look fine...) Once the PCs wade ashore allow them a little 
time to look around; those taking the time to Investigate/Search will discover the following: 
 
1 Success – Nothing but blood and sand. Horrifying.... 
2 Successes – The village was home to a couple of hundred natives; most appear to be missing. From 

If the PCs Go Straight to the Haruka Maru.... 

 Landing near the wrecked cargo ship without damaging the Flying Fish is virtually impossible; 
Capt. Sharp will know that just by looking at the water (and all the coral knobs visible just under the 
surface from above). If the PCs insist – treat it as an Extended Task using Pilot/Aircraft, Difficulty 6, 5 
Successes. Each check that doesn't at least meet the Difficulty does 1L Structure damage to the Flying 
Fish hull (or wing pontoons) for each Success by which it falls short to represent the dangers involved.  
Landing well offshore and sneaking in slowly will give the Captain a +2 Bonus, but will take a long 
time. Deploying the plane's life raft would use Survival (or Pilot-Boats) and would lower the Difficulty 
to 4; it will also take a long time. If the PCs do this anyway, go straight to Act 2, Scene 2; hopefully 
they'll get to the village later... 



the churned-up sand everywhere, it's obvious there were more than one attacker. From the state of 
the corpses the attack probably happened at least a day ago. Many of the bodies look eaten... 

3 Successes – It looks like many of the villagers' possessions – including any easily-transported food or 
water containers – are missing. The pigs and chickens that one would expect to see have either run 
off or been killed and eaten. And there's a lot of tracks in the direction of the bluffs about 200 yards 
down the beach. 

4 Successes – There's a few new-looking trinkets and things scattered amongst the mess; they look 
Japanese. Underneath a palm frond there's a footprint – four-toed, larger than a man's print (a lot like 
a lion's?), big claws making deep indentations in the sand. None of the PCs have ever seen anything 
like it....  

 
 Players attempting a Survival/Tracking roll on the creature's footprint will be unable to 
determine where it went; they will be able to tell that there were several of the creatures and they came 
out of the jungle (Difficulty 3). If attempting to track the villagers, a similar check (Difficulty 2) 
indicates they fled to the bluffs. Someone examining the bodies will identify both claw and bite marks 
(Medicine, Difficulty 2); with an extra Success, they'll be able to confirm that the claw damage 
appears to match the footprint (if found). 
 If someone's standing guard while the PCs are poking around, give them a Perception check 
(alternatively, give Jasper a shot). Anyone engrossed in other things will have a -2 Penalty on this 
check. On 3 Successes, they spot someone on the bluffs frantically waving at them. On 4 Successes 
they realize why the native is waving at them, turn around, and see something stalking them from the 
shadows of the jungle; something larger than a man..... 
 
Act One, Scene Three – Monsters Attack!!! 
 There will be one smilodon for every two PCs (round up); they will stay in the jungle and 
quietly attempt to surround the group before charging to the attack. If the PCs start running for the 
bluffs (or the plane) when they first detect the smilodons, the big cats will charge immediately 
(standard pouncer/chaser behavior). The cats will not follow the PCs into the water (not at first 
anyway), so they could retreat to the plane without incident. If the PCs begin moving towards the bluffs 
in a more orderly fashion the cats will follow, trying to work their way closer before attacking. Jasper 
will begin growling when he first smells them, but he'll back away (not knowing what they are). Let the 
tension build for a few rounds until the creatures get close enough for a short rush or spring to attack – 
about 50 yds from the bluffs. At that point the PCs can hear the natives shouting a warning and telling 
them to run to the bluffs... 
 It'll take 2-3 rounds of running to make it to the base of the bluffs – Alika and Graveleux can 
make it in 2 rounds, the others will take 3 rounds. There is a steep trail up to the ledge where the 
islanders are (Athletics/Climbing, Difficulty 3); they'll drop a rope to help (+2 Bonus, but only 2 PCs 
can use it at a time). Someone will have to carry Jasper up (-2 Penalty). The smilodons will focus on 
stragglers; any taking half or more of their Health in wounds will break off the attack, preferring easier 
prey. One or two might try to scale the bluffs, but between the PCs and the natives' spears are likely to 
be turned away easily. 
 A final note – during the conflict/chase with the smilodons, allow the PCs a separate Perception 
check at a -4 Penalty (they should be mightily distracted). Anyone with 2+ Successes will notice the 
distinctive drone overhead of another aircraft – a Japanese spotter floatplane, circling the island twice 
before flying off to the west... 
 



 
Act Two, Scene One – The Villagers' Tale 
 At this point the PCs should have made it to the villagers' shelter – a series of caves high in the 
bluffs, accessible only by scaling the cliffs and crossing a rope bridge. If they didn't manage to kill the 
smilodons, the creatures will be lurking in the jungle at the base of the cliffs nursing their wounds. 
Otherwise, the threat from them is ended – for now... 
 The villagers are overjoyed to see the group. Although their position is safe, their food and 
water is running low and they have a dozen or more people with serious injuries. It will quickly 
become obvious that they cannot stay in the caves much longer, nor do they have the provisions for an 
ocean voyage over to Rura-Tonga. Their leader, Chief Tama-Rukti, will tell their sad tale quickly and 
simply. “It started with the visit from the yellow men. Their iron boat came to our island three weeks 
ago, and they anchored off the island as all the iron boats do and sent men in a small boat in to trade. 
They have two chiefs – a yellow man in fine white clothes so bright they sparkle in the sun, and a white 
man, a man with a different accent, who dressed as the tradesmen from New Britain dress and who did 
not like the heat. They ask leave to walk about the island and they trade some fine silk cloth for the 
privilege. 
 “Then two days later they return with another offer. They had found something in the jungle – 
some old stones – that they wished to dig up. They offer a fine steel knife to any who would help carry 
their wooden boxes – many wooden boxes – to the site and help to dig. Our shaman, Kiributo, he was 
not in favor; he warned that doing so might anger the spirits. But I did not see the harm and the knives, 
the knives were very fine.... 
 “For two weeks our people work in the jungle digging out the stones – a circle of seven 
standing stones, with many more stones laid flat in the ground in strange patterns. Once the pattern was 
uncovered the yellow men told our people to leave, and paid them in fine steel knives as promised. 
Kiributo was very unhappy when he saw the pattern and he warned us to retreat to the caves although 
the sky seemed clear. As we did the earth shuddered and rolled as the earth spirits shouted their anger to  
the heavens. Soon after the storm came, almost as if it were boiling up out of the sea in an instant. A 
mighty typhoon, the kind the spirits of the sky and seas send when they are very angry with their 
peoples. Obviously they were angry at the yellow men for digging out the standing stones, and us for 
helping them. But the storm passed in time, as storms do. There was damage, of course – but Kiributo 
had warned us, and all the people were gathered safely here in the caves. We were fortunate. 
 “We have not seen the yellow men in the jungle since. And the iron boat – the storm has hurled 
in on the reefs to the north. The sea is treacherous there – the coral is shallow, rough and sharp, and the 
eels and the urchins and other creatures lurk in the holes so we do not go there often. But we have seen 

Smilodon Behavior 

 Smilodons were (are?) pouncer/chaser predators – they prefer to attack with surprise or fleeing 
prey, and they aren't fond of face-to-face confrontations. Fighting them at first may be a series of hit-
and-run attacks as they stalk, pounce, break off (dragging off unconscious/dead prey), and then stalk 
again. You can use this by having them shadow the group from a distance, furry ghosts flitting through 
the trees until they think they can sneak in close for a pounce. If hunted by the players, maybe one (or 
more) will circle around so that the hunters might in turn become the hunted.  You might also treat them 
as mountain lions, which have been observed to begin stalking a human when they crouch but freezing 
or breaking off the stalk when they stand. 

  As with mountain lions, a GM might rule that a lone smilodon might be temporarily driven off 
with a forceful Intimidation check (smilodons have a Willpower of 4), preferring to avoid a face-to-
face battle with a prepared foe. They've never encountered firearms; at the GM's option, the sharp boom 
of a shotgun might startle one into a temporary retreat (once!) or provide a +2 Bonus to Intimidation. 



the beasts that they unleashed. They attacked when we first returned to the village and slaughtered 
many, so we retreated to the caves again. Kiributo was one of those who died. Four of our young men 
volunteered to launch a canoe and sail to Rura-Tonga in hopes of finding help; the beasts were waiting, 
but they managed to get the boat into the lagoon and the sail raised. That was two days ago...” 
 Chief Tama-Rukti will be reluctant to let his people leave the caves until he is sure it is safe and 
the beasts are no more. He will ask if the PCs will escort some of his braver men as they gather more 
food and water to allow them a day or two more of shelter. They do not know for sure how many beasts 
came from the jungle; their best guess is at least three and maybe as many as five. Note that the 
islanders are as a rule too proud to beg; instead, they will offer what trade goods they have – some 
small trinkets carved from rare woods and a collection of pearls – to bargain for the help. Even though 
they're in a bad way they will bargain hard; they know they will need all they have to replace the pigs 
and chickens the beasts slaughtered. Even so, a Streetwise/Haggling roll of 3 Successes will get a 
substantial reward; with 4 Successes the chief will include his most prized possession – an ancient 
obsidian knife that used to belong to the shaman. (treat as 1L damage if a PC decides to use it...) 
 Otherwise – the more the PCs do for the natives, the better they will be thought of by the locals. 
Keep this in mind in the later scenes, and add bonuses or penalties as appropriate. 
  

 
Act Two, Scene Two – The Haruka Maru 
NOTE – If the PCs head straight for the jungle, skip this for now and go to Act Three Scene One..... 
 The PCs can either travel overland through the jungle (Survival/Navigation, Difficulty 2, Take 
the Average) or sail around on a canoe (Pilot/Boats [or Survival Untrained], Difficulty 2, Take the 
Average) to the north coast if they're worried about more creatures in the jungle. The Haruka Maru sits 
about half a mile offshore, listing to port, bow pointed inland. The ship is entirely within the reef, 
broken in two just aft of the amidships structure, the bottom of its hull ripped and torn. Any PC with 
boating experience might guess that it was carried in so far by a storm surge; even now the remains of 
the vessel rock dangerously back and forth with each incoming wave. Close examination (Perception, 
Difficulty 3) will note a small curl of smoke arising from the crew quarters; there is extensive damage 
to the superstructure, and the lifeboat stations appear destroyed. On 4+ Successes, the PC notices 
clouds building on the western horizon, and smoke to the north; looks like another, larger ship...  
 To get to the ship they'll have the treacherous coral on the north coast to contend with. The 
water is shallow enough that they could walk out from the beach, but they'll have to watch carefully for 
needle-like spines and razor-sharp coral that can do serious damage to their feet. Each person walking 
out from shore will have to make a pair of Survival checks at Difficulty 3 (or Athletics or Acrobatics 
at the GM's option) ; they take 1L damage for each Success that they're short by. Sadistic GMs may 
wish to throw in a moray eel or a poisonous scorpion-fish for extra danger... 
 

Returning to the Village 

 What happens when the group returns to the village depends on previous events. If the 
smilodons are still around, they will attack again (with 1L of damage on each healed). Add fresh cats as 
needed so that the total number (counting ones already killed) equals the number of PCs in the party. If 
the first group of cats were all killed, the others will retreat into the jungle (for now); this could be an 
anti-climatic scene as the PCs warily search for a threat that isn't there.  

 A sadistic GM might have them stumble across a monitor lizard (a smaller relative of the 
Komodo dragon) looking for a free meal. The lizard will fight defensively to protect its carrion, but is 
unlikely to attack. Still, it could give a PC a nasty surprise.... 



 
 Getting to the Haruka Maru with a canoe is easier – 3 Successes on Pilot/Boats check (or 
Survival Untrained) will safely navigate the coral reefs. Having someone in the bow spot for the 
canoe's steersman – or a native guide – will grant a +2 Bonus. Either way, once the PCs get close to the 
Haruka Maru someone pokes his head over the rail, spots them, and yells excitedly to the other 
surviving crewmen (in Japanese) “We're saved!”  
 There are seven survivors – First Officer Hideki Satsuyama and six enlisted crew. Two crew are 
seriously injured, and Satsuyama has a makeshift cast on his wrist. Only the first officer speaks 
English, and that not so well; the others speak only Japanese. It will take an Athletics or Survival 
Check (Difficulty 4) to get each of the injured ones off the ship safely (up to two people can help with 
each); failing will injure them further, requiring a Medicine/First Aid roll to stabilize (Difficulty 4). 
The wreck will shift as the rescue effort is in progress, the hull suddenly lurching towards the canoe. 
the pilot of the canoe will need to make a Pilot/Boats roll to keep it from swamping (Difficulty 3), 
while anyone still on deck will need to make an Acrobatics/Balance check (Difficulty 3) to keep from 
getting pitched into the water (take 1 NL damage for each Success they fall short; if they fall short by 
more than their Strength, they're pitched over the rail  and into the water – a 15' fall). 
 All the surviving crew will tell the same story if questioned, although they will be reluctant to 
talk unless the First Officer approves (without his approval – Diplomacy, Intimidation/Interrogation 
or Con, Difficulty 3; not speaking Japanese is a -2 Penalty). In short, a very important man – a Mr. 
Schmidt who spoke with a German accent – arranged for their ship to transport him, a pair of Japanese 
archaeologists, and a half-dozen others from Saipan to Tomura-Lato. Only the captain – Yoshi Matsuro 
– knew the details of Mr. Schmidt's expedition; all the crew knew was that he was a very important 
man. They sailed to Tomura-Lato; then the Captain, Mr. Schmidt and the archaeologists went ashore 
with several crewmen. The rest of the crew stayed with the ship; when the storm came they tried to ride 
it out, but their anchors gave way and they were eventually hurled into the reefs. Since the storm 
they've been stranded on the ship; a couple of their crew tried walking to shore to get help, but never 
returned. They don't know anything about strange beasts on the island, but several will admit to hearing 
odd-sounding growls and screams from the jungle (especially at night)... 
 Hideki knows a bit more, but he won't tell the PCs without serious persuasion (Difficulty 4). He 
and the ship's radioman (one of the badly injured sailors) had daily radio communication with the 
landing party, and relayed messages for the Japanese Navy in Truk. Hideki knows they found what they 
were looking for (some sort of artifact), but he doesn't know what or why. And he knows one other very 
important thing that he will not tell the PCs – the Japanese Navy is coming... 
 

The Lurking Lionfish 

 Lionfish and other members of the scorpion-fish family are common dangers in coral reefs and 
on ocean floors across the South Pacific. They are brightly colored but might be easily missed in the 
crevices of a coral reef; they're highly unlikely to attack a human, but might be accidentally stepped on 
or grabbed by a careless reef explorer. Their spine toxin is Rating 4 with 2L damage; unlucky PCs may 
initially resist its effects with a Body Check (Difficulty 4). If that check is missed, the PC will take 2L 
damage immediately. In addition, the victim will suffer from headaches, extreme pain, vomiting and 
breathing difficulties for several hours (up to a day or so) which will give them a -4 Penalty on all 
actions. A Medicine check (Difficulty 4) using either modern drugs or native remedies can alleviate the 
symptoms, reducing the penalty to -2. Alika or another character familiar with the South Pacific might 
know of the native remedy with a good Survival check (Difficulty 3), providing a +2 Bonus on the 
Medicine check to treat the poison. 



 
Act Two, Scene Three – Oh Look, The Navy's Here To Help.... 
 Unbeknown to the PCs, the Japanese Navy has been looking for the Haruka Maru ever since 
Hideki's last radio message, and they've dispatched the Kimu-class light cruiser Kisu to the area. The 
Kisu's Kisujima E8N floatplane spotted both the Haruka Maru and the Flying Fish when it overflew 
the island; its report brought the Kisu at flank speed. If the players have gone to rescue the survivors of 
the Haruka Maru, it will anchor off the lagoon just after they return (and if returning via canoe, they'll 
probably see it); if they go straight into the jungle, it arrives just after they've left the village.  
 What happens at that point depends on the PCs. Although the Japanese are outside the Mandate, 
they desperately want to find out what happened to their expedition and they're willing to bend 
international law like a soft pretzel to do so. The Kisu's captain, Kenji Takana, is a stern by-the-book 
traditionalist who will be reluctant to use extreme tactics unless he has no choice. But he takes his 
orders from Kempeitai Tai-i (Captain) Hiroshi Hashimoto, a fanatical secret intelligence officer who is 
not nearly so squeamish. They'll have plenty of support – 30+ armed sailors and a Kempeitai Tokumu 
Han special duty squad. Some possibilities are: 

1. The PCs return peacefully – As soon as the Haruka Maru survivors see the Kisu, they will 
agitate to be brought to the Navy vessel (or to the lagoon, where motor launches from the 
cruiser have already landed people). So long as the PCs treated the survivors well (and Hideki 
will stand up for them if they did) and do not mention any knowledge of the expedition, the 
Navy will simply detain them on the lagoon beach for the time being – for their own safety, of 
course. They may be able to gather some info from the sailors keeping an eye on them, or even 
manage to convince the Japanese to provide food and other supplies to the local natives 
(Diplomacy, Difficulty 3). 

 

 

Searching the Wreck 

 Inquisitive PCs may want to explore the wreck – a dangerous task as the ship continues its slow 
disintegration in the pounding surf. Hideki will discourage it as best he can as being too dangerous 
(with the support of any crew nearby), but he will back down if threatened with violence. GMs running 
this adventure in a 4-hr con session may want to discourage this for time reasons; the more interesting 
things are elsewhere. Some suggested finds are below; add to it as desired.... 

 The ship will constantly rock and shift underfoot as the PCs explore, groaning agonizingly as its 
iron structure slowly rends itself to bits on the reef. The only lighting is sunlight through the occasional 
porthole, shrouding much of the interior in deep shadow (-4 Penalty for most actions, -2 if someone 
thought to bring a flashlight). Any searchers will also have to make two more Acrobatics/ Balance 
checks at Difficulty 3 (or Athletics/Climb at the GM's option) to avoid injury; failure results in 1 NL 
or more damage as per above. An Investigate/Search check in the passenger quarters may turn up 
some interesting literature in Mr. Schmidt's quarters (15 minutes, Difficulty 4) – some papers describing 
the stone circle, written in German (the courtyard in Act Three Scene One). A similar search of the 
ship's hold will turn up a curious thing – a stone tiki statue in a crate (like the ones in the courtyard). At 
the GM's option, a searcher might note that the ship's radio is still operable... 

That's Gratitude For You.... 

 At the GM's discretion the Japanese sailors may not be all that grateful for their rescue 
(especially if the PCs have treated them poorly). Since they know the Kisu is less than a day away (and 
if they know the island has become dangerous), they might elect to take a canoe and take their chances 
waiting offshore for the cruiser. PCs who get in their way might get hurt.... 



2. The PCs run for it – This could go a couple of ways. If the Haruka Maru survivors are with 
them, they will resist any attempt to keep them from rejoining their Navy (and Hideki may pull 
a hidden pistol to help make their point). But if the PCs leave them with the villagers and then 
go into the jungle they will be more kindly disposed. Should the Japanese then capture the 
group, how the Maru's crew were treated will matter a great deal; kindly PCs will be treated 
with some restraint, unkindly PCs will be roughly searched then tied up on the beach, and 
brutally beaten if they resist. If the PCs go into the jungle, Hashimoto will send search parties to 
find them, and will order a heavy guard placed on their flying boat; the crew of the Kisu will be 
alert for an escape attempt, and will not hesitate to fire on the Flying Fish if she gets airborne. 

 

 

 
Act Three, Scene One – Into the Jungle.... 
 At some point the PCs will want to go into the island's jungle to check out what the mysterious 
Mr. Schmidt found. Following their trail will not be difficult (Survival/Tracking, Difficulty 2, Take 
the Average); at worst, one of the islanders can point them in the right direction. The trail heads 
towards the basaltic ridges on the west side of the isle; about two hours' hike through the dense jungle 
will get them to the excavation site. 
 

 
 The trail will lead them at last to a small clearing at the base of a sheer bluff some 30' high. This 
is obviously the site in question – trees have been felled to widen the clearing, and the soil has been 
cleared away from a large half-circle stone courtyard extending outward from the bluff (40' radius). To 
one side are the remnants of the expedition's campsite; the tents have been torn to ribbons, crates and 
boxes smashed or clawed open, and several bodies (sailors and expedition) and bloodstains attest to the 
disaster that befell them. The air is quiet and eerily still, scented with the unmistakable odor of violent 

But What If the PCs Aren't Here?? 

 As noted above, this scene may well occur off-camera if the PCs skipped going to the Haruka 
Maru and instead went straight into the jungle. The Japanese will arrive and land in due course; they'll 
send a party to investigate the cargo ship while Hashimoto leads another to the Circle of Standing 
Stones. There will be a light guard on their plane; the natives will be ordered back to the caves, and a 
second guard placed to make sure they stay out of the way. They are likely to be very suspicious 
concerning the PCs; any attempts to deal with them diplomatically will be at a -2 Penalty (or more). It's 
likely the PCs will have no idea the Japanese have arrived until Hashimoto steps out of the jungle and 
calls for them to surrender.... 

Speeding Things Up 

 In the interests of time, if the PCs went to the Haruka Maru crew this scene can be uneventful. If 
not, the GM may wish to throw in an encounter with the local wildlife to liven things up. Or, if the 
smilodons haven't been eliminated yet, the survivors might well try an ambush here.... 

First We Rescue the Crew, Then We Find the Villagers.... 

 If the PCs went to the Haruka Maru first before they investigate the village, the Kisu will still be 
at least half a day away (or more at the GM's discretion). This will guarantee that the Kisu won't arrive 
until the PCs are well on their way to the Circle of Standing Stones. And, unless the Haruka Maru 
survivors are taken to shelter with the villagers, they are very likely to steal a canoe and take their 
chances offshore waiting for the cruiser's arrival. Especially if they know the island has become very 
dangerous.... 



death; there should definitely be a sense of horror pervading the area.... 
 The PCs may search both the camp and the courtyard at their leisure; nothing much will happen 
until they start messing with the stones or the Japanese rescue force arrives (GM's discretion). Roll 
Investigate/Search for each area as follows: 
 
The Camp: 
1 Success – Camp looks like it was savagely torn up by something – maybe several somethings. 

Probably some of the camping gear is salvageable. PC finds a minor camping item, excavation tool 
(pick or shovel) or weapon (machete or ax) that is usable. 

2 Successes – There are surprisingly few bodies. One could be the Haruka Maru's captain, and several 
are undoubtedly sailors; but the others mentioned as accompanying them – at least a half dozen or 
so – don't seem to be here... 

3 Successes – The PC finds a working handgun (Japanese revolver) with a handful of rounds. There's 
three open crates piled to one side about five feet long by two feet wide and tall – just big enough 
for one of the standing stones. The labels on the crates are German.... 

4 Successes – There are indentations in the ground near one of the tents suggesting that there had been 
at least a dozen crates which were moved. But where? There's a also a notebook written in Japanese 
that was buried in some torn-up bedding. It might contain some clues.... 

5 Successes – The PC finds two more of the 5' x 2' x 2' crates covered by a downed tree. Inside each is 
a stone tiki idol like the ones in the courtyard, complete with gems the size of hen's eggs as eyes!!! 
They look very clean and sharp, as if freshly made.... 

 
The Courtyard and Bluff: 
1 Success – The courtyard is obviously very old, made of cut stone that is lighter colored than the basalt 

of the bluff. There are also seven stone statues about 5' tall made of the same lighter-colored stone 
scattered about in a rough half-circle just inside the edge of the courtyard (about 15' apart). Two 
have been knocked down, maybe by trees falling during the recent storm. 

2 Successes – There is an inner ring inside the ring of statues (about 20' in diameter) made up of  
numerous symbols in an unknown language carved into the rock. Several of the stone statues stand 
at points scribed in the courtyard emanating from this inner ring. The statues are very odd; they look 
like the ones on Easter Island, only smaller. 

3 Successes – The stones stand in shallow sockets in the courtyard; those that are standing are oriented 
so as to face the bluff. Unlike the Easter Island statues, they have gems the size of a hen's egg inlaid 
in their eyes! The symbols in the inner ring of the courtyard appear to have a reddish-gold inlay.  

4 Successes – When the stones are examined closely, it's evident that three of them are considerably 
cleaner – maybe newer than the others. There are some scattered leaves and tree limbs on the 
courtyard that don't look the other vegetation. And there's a big faint shadow on the bluff that all the 
standing statues are staring at.... 

 
 If the PCs find the notebook (and can read Japanese), they'll discover that the archaeologists 
intended to clear the courtyard, set all the standing stones in place, and – well, something would 
happen. Otherwise, hopefully from the clues above they'll figure it out. If they do, the Japanese force 
from the light cruiser show up just as they're setting the last stone in place. If not or if they're being 
held on the beach or hiding in the jungle nearby – the Japanese take them prisoner, then Hashimoto 
orders the men to set things up again. Then the fun really starts.... 
 



Bluff

Courtyard
Tiki Idols

Ring of Symbols 
(20' Diameter)



 
Act Three, Scene Two – Gateway to Another World.... 
 If the PCs are being held down on the beach this scene probably occurs off-camera. Otherwise, 
the gateway is triggered when the courtyard is clear and all the stones are set properly in place with 
their eyes pointed to the bluff. If Hashimoto and his landing party (20-30 sailors plus the Tokumu Han) 
control the site, he will set his Tokumu Han squad with their two Nambu light machine guns up to 
cover the courtyard and the bluff with the sailors to either side (and a few to watch the jungle). If the 
PCs control the site, Hashimoto waits until they've finished clearing the courtyard and setting up stones 
before emerging, his forces spread out so as to completely encircle the area. Once they're properly 
detained, he orders them bound and held off to the side as his men complete preparations (or, if they 
manage to convince him that they're no threat – Diplomacy or Con, Difficulty 4 – he may simply order 
them back to the beach under escort). This also gives him the opportunity for monologuing about how 
they are fortunate to witness this glorious triumph of Imperial Japanese science in discovering and 
activating this artifact.... 
 

 
 Once the courtyard is fully clear of debris it will start building up energy (it needs sunlight to 
charge). If none of the stones are standing in place, nothing happens; the charge dissipates immediately 
into the earth (which may be a problem in the future....). If any stones are standing in place, then things 
will begin to happen... 
 Jasper (if he's still alive at this point) will be the first to notice the change; if on the courtyard 
he'll back away quickly, growling, eyes wide, and tugging Sparky (or another nearby friend) as he goes. 
Anyone paying attention to him gets an immediate Perception check at a +2 Bonus; everyone else 

But We Can't Read Japanese!! 

 It's likely none of the PCs will be able to read Japanese. However, those with Linguistics may 
still be able to decipher useful information from the sketches and diagrams within. Treat this as an 
Extended Task, Difficulty 3, 4 Successes, 15 minutes/check; up to two PCs can collaborate for a 
Teamwork bonus if desired. At a minimum, this will enable them to learn exactly how the statues must 
be oriented in order to activate the portal. Whether they learn more is at the GM's discretion.... 

 Both Alika and Dr. Higginbotham may recognize several of the sketches as images related to an 
ancient Polynesian myth (Difficulty 4; Intelligence Check for Alika, Anthropology for Dr. 
Higginbotham). The myth talks about an ancient “people of the earth” who came from a fabulous land 
far below with an eternal sun; it was said the tiki idols were created by those peoples as guardians of the 
openings to this fantastic underworld, a knowledge that is long forgotten. Until now.... 

 Finally, Alison's knowledge of Greek might provide a clue about the ring. A Linguistics check 
(Difficulty 4) will allow her to recognize that some of the symbols seem to resemble Greek letters, 
while others might be combinations of Greek letters (much like Chinese ideographs). With an extra 
Success, she might guess that some of the symbols might mean “protection”; others could mean “travel” 
or “distance”. Maybe.... 

Resistance Is Futile.... 

 .... but players don't always accept that. If they do resist, they're in a world of hurt and likely to 
be wiped out. If gunplay ensues, don't pull any punches – but after the first round it may be best to allow 
the PCs to escape into the jungle so that the adventure doesn't end prematurely. Or the PCs may be 
wounded to unconsciousness, then treated by Japanese medics near the courtyard so that they're present 
for the grand finale (but with only one or two Wounds remaining). Either way, they're just making it 
harder for themselves later; don't discourage them if that's what they really want.... 



waits a few rounds before they get a check (no Bonus). On 3 Successes, they notice that the inlays in 
the symbols that make up the inner ring of the courtyard begin to glow and ripple, almost as if they're 
flowing. After a few minutes, any statues set in place will begin to charge; their eye-gems will begin to 
glow, and anyone touching them will get a nasty shock (3N; Touch Attack, Passive Defense only)!  
 If any of the standing statues were damaged (eye-gems cracked or stolen), or if not all of the 
stones have been positioned properly, then this is as far as things go. If stones are misplaced, the sailors 
(at Hashimoto's fierce direction) will quickly fix them; have one or two get knocked unconscious as 
they do so by accidentally touching one of the charged stones. Hashimoto (if present) will scowl as he 
checks the statues for damage, which he will blame on the PCs. If that happens, it might be a good time 
to organize an escape before he calls for their execution.... 
 

 

 
 If all the statues are intact and correctly placed the courtyard will light up as described above.  
Anyone standing in the ring of stones or attempting to cross between them will get fried by the 
equivalent of an 8L lightning bolt (Touch Attack) – but anyone standing in the central ring will be 
unharmed. The residual shimmering haze tends to obscure what's happening inside, granting a -2 
Penalty to Perception checks looking through the portal or from the courtyard back into the Surface 
World, as well as attacks targeting things on the other side of the field. The winds from the storm 
building overhead will play havoc with thrown weapons; at the GM's discretion, it may also bring 
down coconuts, tree branches, etc. as it whips the trees about. 

The Portal Opens (read this to the players if desired) 

 The eye-gems in the tiki statues begin to glow with an eerie green light, slowly increasing in 
intensity over several minutes until they're as bright as a flashlight. The symbols carven in the ring 
inside the half-circle of statues ripple with a reddish-gold glow, like a piece of iron pulled from the 
blacksmith's forge. Then crackling rays of green lightning spring out from the stones, connecting the 
tikis to each other with a web of hissing, arcing energy. The rays pulse and ripple about at first, but then 
grow steady. When they do, sharp beams of green light spring out from the eyes of the idols, flickering 
over the surface of the bluff – slowly at first, then faster and faster in some sort of mad random dance 
until they create a virtual shell of translucent emerald energy! 

 Looking up, you notice the skies starting to darken, the wind rising and clouds building almost 
out of nowhere as a glowing green haze begins to form over the face of the bluff. The earth begins to 
quake, knocking people to their knees and shaking loose rock free from the bluff; but the tiki idols stay 
in place without so much as a shiver of movement. Then the crackling energy rays fade away as the 
flickering beams become a translucent shimmering field and the green haze falls away from the bluff – 
revealing an incredible vista beyond!! A magnificent ruined city, marble columns tumbled over vine-
covered porticos, a vibrant jungle of completely unknown and exotic plant life encroaching on an 
abandoned plaza, and an ocean unlike any you've ever seen just visible in the distance. Instead of the 
rough rocky face of the bluff, you're looking out at an unknown world.... 

I Was Just Looking for Souvenir – Or Two.... 

 One or more of the PCs might decide to remove the eyes from an idol (or several). This can be 
done with a sharp pointy metal tool (like a knife) and a Strength Check (Difficulty 3) so long as the 
statue hasn't begun to charge – in that case, the energy building will lock the gem in place, anchoring it 
securely (and giving the PC the nasty shock described above). If the PC succeeds, they acquire a 
fabulous jewel of unknown origin (and powers, at the GM's discretion); if the PC fails, the gem cracks 
into shards. Apparently they are more fragile than they appear.... 



 Then, striding through the portal, appear three bedraggled humans – one clad in the rags of a 
sailor's uniform and clutching a makeshift club for dear life, one with cracked spectacles and limping, a 
crude splint on one left, and a tall European with a stained and nicked cavalry saber in the remnants of 
a German safari uniform – the mysterious Mr. Schmidt. “Mein Gott!! Where have you been!!” he yells 
(the last in Japanese). “Which of you dummkopfs closed the gate!!!” 
 At this point – well, anything could happen. Allow some time for interaction between the 
mightily upset Mr. Schmidt (who has been stranded for three months on the other side of the portal, and 
is not happy about it) and the others. So long as the portal remains stable, people can cross into the 
courtyard (or even to the other side) with no problem, save an odd resistance felt when crossing the 
boundary made by the stones. Schmidt won't be happy to see the PCs - “Who are you spying for, eh? 
The British?? The dummkopf Americaners???” But Hashimoto and the landing party will be glad to see 
him and the others. None of them will notice the rapidly building thunderheads overhead or the rising 
wind; not at first anyway.... 
 Then a new threat appears – a massive, toothy dinosaur head comes through the portal, followed 
by the body of an enormous T. Rex!! (as if there were any other kind....). It pauses a moment to get its 
bearings, roars a challenge to this new world, and then charges to attack!!!  
 
Act Three, Scene Three – Now It's Worse....  
 The appearance of the T-Rex will throw a panic in the PCs's human opposition (feel free to 
award a Style Point to the first PC who yells “Gojira”!!!). Mr. Schmidt and the other expedition 
survivors will immediately run; they know all too well what happens to the laggards! The Japanese 
landing party will lose at least a round in shock . The sailors will run unless rallied; the Tokumu Han 
will resist, at least long enough to cover Hashimoto's escape. 
 

 
 Chances are that at this point (or earlier) the characters will wish to interfere with the portal or 
the people inside. Turning any of the statues in place will turn the portal off, powering it down the same 
way it powered up; this takes a Strength Check (Difficulty 4; one person can assist for Teamwork 
bonus). The person(s) performing the deed will each take 3N damage from residual charge (resist w/ 
Passive Defense). A PC might also trying knocking one over, which will have the same effect on the 
portal; treat as a Shove attack (Brawl or Martial Arts) requiring 5 Successes to knock a stone down – 
and doing 4N damage to the attacker (again, Passive Defense to resist)! 
 Or they could try breaking a statue by shooting out an eye or cracking it with a pick. This will 
cause that statue to explode – followed quickly by the other six as the portal overloads and shorts out! 
Targeting an eye requires 7 Successes (Size -8, Defense 14, Structure 0 – Take the Average) on an 
Attack check; a Lethal damage attack shatters it instantly. Attacking a statue is easier (Defense 6, 

If The PCs Are On the Beach.... 

 It's possible that the PCs may miss the opening of the portal – for example, they might be held 
prisoner on the beach or hiding in the jungle (or with the villagers). They will know only the side effects 
of Act Three, Scene Two at first – the sky will darken as a storm suddenly brews over the island, the 
earth shakes (if the PCs are under some  trees, have each resist 2N damage from falling tree limbs and 
coconuts!), lightning flashes across the sky, etc. Any islander natives detained in the village will run for 
the bluffs; the Japanese sailors that guard them may or may not gun them down (GM's discretion). 
Then, as the first rain drops start pelting the sand, the landing party survivors stumble out of the jungle 
in a blind panic – followed by the unearthly roar of the T. Rex that's pursuing them!!! 

  Note that in this case the standing stones will not have been destroyed. It could be that they 
were knocked over by the T-Rex as it rampaged. Or it may still be open.... 



Structure 6), but the attacker will have to resist a 3N discharge (Passive Defense only) from the stone 
on each successful strike. Again, the attack must do Lethal damage to be effective.  
 Exploding statues are deadly to those nearby, but anyone inside the central ring of symbols will 
be unharmed (a protective feature of the artifact). Treat each statue as the equivalent of a Light Bomb 
exploding (10L damage, 10' area of effect); a greenish glow surrounding the central courtyard ring will 
be visible protecting those within from harm. The pyrotechics are spectacular – anyone within 50' of 
the courtyard not shielding their eyes will be blinded for at least three Rounds (Dexterity check, 
Difficulty 3) and at a -4 Penalty on Perception checks for the rest of the Scene. The portal will close 
in an instant, the alien energy dispersing in the sky in an dazzling emerald flash; but explosions will 
shatter the face of the bluff and crack the ground open around the courtyard, allowing lava to bubble to 
the surface as it begins to sink!! Anyone still in the courtyard will have to leap across the growing 
crevasse to safety – Athletics/Jump, Difficulty 2, +1 Difficulty for every two Rounds after the statues 
explode. Everyone leaping across takes 1L fire damage from the rising lava, +1L per two rounds after 
the statues explode; every 2 additional Successes on the Athletics/Jump check reduces this damage by 
1L. The gap widens by 2' per Round; if the character's Horizontal Jump Move Rating is less than the 
current distance, increase the Difficulty by an additional +1. 
 

 
Act Three, Scene Four – Now Departing, Gate Three.... 
 If the PCs were at the courtyard, they might have already taken down the T-Rex; otherwise, they 
still have a rampaging 30-ton annoyed and hungry dinosaur to worry about. In any event, eventually 
they'll have to consider what to do next once they get the chance.... 
 Which should be FLEE!! If they stay, at the very least the Japanese will detain them for months, 
maybe forever. And if Schmidt or Hashimoto survive, they'll label the PCs as spies and have them 
interrogated and shot. So running is a very good idea, and the fleeing sailors will make a great 
distraction. They may try hiding out with the villagers; the Japanese won't hang around long looking, 
since they're outside the Mandate. But the Flying Fish will likely get trashed before they leave.... 
 There are a dozen sailors on the beach – three or four standing watch, the others clustered by 
their two motor launches. If the PCs are prisoners, two sailors will be watching them too. Once the 
storm hits any Stealth checks will have a +4 Bonus, but Swim checks (to get to the Flying Fish) will 
be at a -2 Penalty and anyone trying to move around will take 1N damage every few Rounds from the 
BB-sized hail that's on the leading edge (changing to rain after 5-10 Rounds at the GM's discretion). It 
will take three Rounds to wade out (or two Rounds to swim out) to the Flying Fish. Firing up the old 
girl in a hurry and spinning her around for takeoff is an Extended Task requiring Pilot/Aircraft (Capt. 
Sharp and Sparky may work together on this) – Difficulty 3, 10 Successes, 1 Round/Check. After the 
first successful check it will be obvious that they're trying to start the plane and will likely draw fire 

When the Statues Explode... 

 The T-Rex won't wait around long for the PCs to take action (or not). It will hold back a round or 
two at first, then spring into pursuit of the fleeing sailors, snatching them and gulping them down like 
tasty little snacks. If the PCs detonate the statues while the T-Rex is leaving the courtyard it will only be 
lightly injured (1L or 2L) unless it's in close proximity to the ring of statues when they explode. If, 
however, the T-Rex is caught in the middle of the courtyard it will take the full force of the blasts – the 
protective field from the ring of symbols cannot shield something that large very well.  

 The sailors, however, will not fare so well. Any sailors within 25' of the idols when they explode 
should be considered unconscious or dead; any Tokuma Han will be at least Stunned if not unconscious 
(GM's discretion). If the PCs are already badly injured a kindly GM might let the sailors do some real 
damage to it as they flee.... 



from sailors on shore (GM's discretion, but probably no more than 1 sailor/PC). If a check fails the 
engines stall and the PCs will have to start over....  
 If the T-Rex is still active, it might wade into the water to attack the seaplane; if not, some of the 
sailors on shore (led by Hashimoto if he survives) will pursue in a motor launch, enabling them to take 
the aircraft under fire for two rounds before it gets airborne. With the storm, flying conditions are 
brutal; it will take 5 Successes to get the Flying Fish in the air safely! (Take 1 Structure Damage for 
each Success that they fall short); they may make up to three attempts, at a -2 cumulative Penalty. 
 Finally, the Kisu is likely to notice the goings-on. Although conditions are much too rough to 
launch its floatplane it may decide to fire on the Flying Fish as it roars overhead. Its two anti-aircraft 
mounts are powerful but slow (hand-cranked); treat as Lt. Anti-Aircraft Cannon (10L) but with 
penalties negating their gunners' skill due to the conditions and their sluggish tracking. If the PCs were 
successful in sneaking onboard the Flying Fish without the Japanese noticing (until the engines fire up, 
anyway), then the Kisu only gets one Round to fire; otherwise it gets two Rounds.  
 

 
Aftermath 
 As noted above, the Kisu can't hang around without creating a diplomatic incident; and, notified 
by folks on Rura-Tonga, the British destroyer Cornwall is speeding towards the island to render 
assistance. If the PCs really screw up, the GM may elect to have the Cornwall's appearance on the 
scene save their hides from A Fate Worse Than Death. Or not.... 
 If the PCs destroyed the statues, the resulting magma eruption with occasional earth tremors 
will continue for several days, eventually building a lava and ash cone over the site. In that case the 
Japanese will have little further interest in the island; at most they might land a couple of people a 
month or two later to verify the obliteration of the portal.  
 If the portal is left open, the storm will continue to build into a world-record typhoon, doing 
damage for thousands of miles, and tremors will continue to shake Tomura-Lato. Shutting down the 
portal (by moving or destroying an idol) will put an end to the storm, which will inexplicably dissipate 
within a day. If the statues are intact – well, the Japanese and their Thule Society allies will be back to 
try again. Either way, the PCs may want to watch their backs.... 

Alternative Endings 

 There are other possible outcomes. For example, the PCs might elect to hide out with the 
villagers rather than risk flying off. If the T-Rex is dead, the Japanese will make a cursory search and 
leave; if not, they won't even search. They might engage the dinosaur with the Kisu's cannon to cover 
their retreat; if so, it's likely the Flying Fish will be nothing but scrap.... 

 For added tension, the PCs might well run into Capt. Hashimoto or naval Lt. Takahashi in the 
jungle, rallying some of his fleeing men. This could turn nasty – Hashimoto will not let the PCs run free 
if at all possible, ordering them to be captured or killed at once! The PCs might find themselves battling 
the remnants of the landing party in order to make it back to their plane.... 



HEROES OF RURA-TONGA – WRECK OF THE HARUKA MARU

Jasper the Labrador Retriever
Ally 1

Archetype: Animal Motivation: Loyalty
Style: 0 Health: 6

Primary Attributes
Body: 3 Charisma: 0
Dexterity: 3 Intelligence: 1
Strength: 2 Willpower: 3

Secondary Attributes
Size: 0 Initiative: 4
Move: 6 (12)* Defense: 6
Perception: 4 (8)** Stun: 3

*Animals w/ four or more legs double Move 
Rating while running

Skills                    Base        Levels        Rating  
Athletics    2      3      5 (2+)
Brawl    3      3       6 (3)
Survival    1      4      5 (2+)

Talents
**Keen Sense (Smell) - +4 Perception when 
scent is involved

Resources
None

Flaws
Bestial – Cannot communicate or use tools

Weapon                           Range         Cap    Rating    Size    Attack            Other                                 
Bite    n/a     n/a       0L         0     6L (3L) Worse than his bark!

Jasper is Sparky's dog. He might have been someone else's dog before, but he's 
Sparky's now (and he's not talking). He is obedient and loyal, and will follow simple 
commands to the best of his ability (Animal Handling – Take the Average will usually 
apply).

The   Flying Fish  
Grumman G-21 Seaplane

Vehicle                   Size       Def    Str      Spd    Han   Crew   Pass           Other                                 
Grumman G-21     4      4     12 180  0  2          6 Amphibious



Smilodon Pack (up to 1/Hero)

Archetype: Animal Motivation: Survival
Style: 0 Health: 8

Primary Attributes
Body: 3 Charisma: 0
Dexterity: 5 Intelligence: 0
Strength: 3 Willpower: 4

Secondary Attributes
Size: 1 Initiative: 5
Move: 8 (16)* Defense: 7
Perception: 6 Stun: 3

*Animals w/ four or more legs double Move 
Rating while running
**Smilodons have a -1 Size Penalty on 
Attack, Defense, and Stealth rolls

Skills                    Base        Levels        Rating  
Brawl    3      5       8 (4)
Stealth    5      1     6** (3)
Survival    0      4       6 (3)

Talents
Alertness - +2 Perception
Skill Aptitude (Survival)

Resources
None

Flaws
Bestial – Cannot communicate or use tools

Weapon                           Range         Cap    Rating    Size    Attack            Other                                 
Bite    n/a     n/a       2L         1     9L (4+L)
Claws    n/a     n/a       0L         1     7L (3+L)

Smilodons hunt in packs and are pouncers, preferring to attack with Surprise if 
possible. Their first strike will be w/ claws; if successful, succeeding attacks will be with 
their enormous fangs.



Monitor Lizard (1)
Follower 1

Archetype: Animal Motivation: Survival
Style: 0 Health: 6

Primary Attributes
Body: 3 Charisma: 0
Dexterity: 2 Intelligence: 1
Strength: 3 Willpower: 3

Secondary Attributes
Size: 0 Initiative: 5
Move: 5 (10)* Defense: 6
Perception: 4 Stun: 3

*Animals w/ four or more legs double Move 
Rating while running

Skills                    Base        Levels        Rating  
Brawl    3      4      7 (3+)
Stealth    2      2       4 (2)
Survival    0      4       6 (3)

Talents
Skill Aptitude (Survival)

Resources
None

Flaws
Bestial – Cannot communicate or use tools

Weapon                           Range         Cap    Rating    Size    Attack            Other                                 
Bite    n/a     n/a       1L         0     8L (4L)
Claws    n/a     n/a       0L         0     7L (3+L)
Tail Lash    n/a     n/a       0N         0     5N (2+L)    Defensive only

Monitor lizards are common in the South Pacific; this is an average-sized 
specimen, about 5' in length. Larger cousins such as the Komodo Dragon may get over 9' 
in length and weigh as much as 150 lbs (treat as Follower 2!). They typically hunt birds 
and small reptiles, but will eat carrion as well; when encountering people, they are likely 
to be defensive unless protecting a kill.



Lionfish [Scorpion-Fish] (1)
Follower 0

Archetype: Animal Motivation: Survival
Style: 0 Health: 3

Primary Attributes
Body: 2 Charisma: 0
Dexterity: 3 Intelligence: 0
Strength: 1 Willpower: 3

Secondary Attributes
Size: -2 Initiative: 5
Move: 8 (0)* Defense: 7**
Perception: 3 Stun: 2

*Fish double Move Ratings while swimming 
but cannot move outside water
**Lionfish gain a +2 Size Bonus to Attack,  
Defense, and Stealth checks

Skills                    Base        Levels        Rating  
Brawl    1      2      3 (1+)
Stealth    3      1     6** (3)
Survival    0      2       2 (1)

Talents
None

Resources
None

Flaws
Bestial – Cannot communicate or use tools

Weapon                           Range         Cap    Rating    Size    Attack            Other                                 
Fin Spines    n/a     n/a       0L         -2     5L (2+L) Toxin (see below)

Spine Toxin: Rating 4, Damage 2L
The brightly-colored lionfish are common and voracious predators in coral reefs 

and ocean floors across the South Pacific. They typically attack smaller fish by poisoning 
them with their sharp spines, then swallowing the hapless victim whole. Their poison 
tends to make humans very ill – with extreme pain, headaches, vomiting and breathing 
difficulties – but is rarely fatal.



Tomura-Lato Natives
Ally 1

Arche.: Everyman    Motivation: Survival
Style: 0 Health: 4

Primary Attributes
Body: 2 Charisma: 2
Dexterity: 2 Intelligence: 2
Strength: 2 Willpower: 2

Secondary Attributes
Size: 0 Initiative: 4
Move: 4 Defense: 4
Perception: 4 Stun: 2

Skills                    Base        Levels        Rating  
Athletics    2      2       4 (2)
Craft-Wood.    2      2       4 (2)
Melee    2      2       4 (2)
Pilot-Boats    2      2       4 (2)
Survival    2      2       6 (3)

Talents
Skill Aptitude (+2 Survival)

Resources
None

Flaws
Primitive (-2 Penalty to use tech)

Weapon                           Range         Cap    Rating    Size    Attack            Other     
Knife    n/a     n/a       1L         0     5L (2+L) Typically stone
Native Spear    10'     n/a       3L         0     7L (3+L) May be thrown
Punch    n/a     n/a       0N         0     4N (2N)

These are typical of the surviving villagers holed up in the caverns. It's possible 
that the PCs might recruit a couple (with a good Diplomacy or similar check) to help 
them hunt the cats or as guides. Note that all the stupid villagers are dead now....



Haruka Maru   Crew  
Ally 1

Arche.: Everyman    Motivation: Survival
Style: 0 Health: 4

Primary Attributes
Body: 2 Charisma: 2
Dexterity: 2 Intelligence: 2
Strength: 2 Willpower: 2

Secondary Attributes
Size: 0 Initiative: 4
Move: 4 Defense: 4
Perception: 4 Stun: 2

Skills                    Base        Levels        Rating  
Athletics    2      2       4 (2)
Brawl    2      2       4 (2)
Craft-Mech.    2      2       6 (3)
Pilot-Ships    2      2       4 (2)
Survival    2      2       4 (2)

Talents
Skill Aptitude (Craft-Mechanic)

Resources
None

Flaws
Superstitious

Weapon                           Range         Cap    Rating    Size    Attack            Other     
Improvised Club    n/a     n/a       2N         0     6N (3N) Wrench, pipe, etc.
Punch    n/a     n/a       0N         0     4N (2N)

These are the surviving crew from the Haruka Maru – more likely victims than 
opponents. Like most sailors, many have various good-luck charms and superstitions that 
they adhere to. None of which seem very effective at present...



First Officer Hideki Satsuyama
Ally 2

Archetype: Soldier Motivation: Duty
Style: 1 Health: 5

Primary Attributes
Body: 3 Charisma: 3
Dexterity: 2 Intelligence: 3
Strength: 2 Willpower: 2

Secondary Attributes
Size: 0 Initiative: 5
Move: 4 Defense: 5
Perception: 5 Stun: 3

Skills                    Base        Levels        Rating  
Athletics    2      2       4 (2)
Brawl    2      2       4 (2)
Craft-Mech.    3      1       4 (2)
Diplomacy    3      3       6 (3)
Firearms    2      2       4 (2)
Pilot-Ships    3      3       6 (3)
Survival    3      1       4 (2)
- Navigate (2)     +2       6 (3)

Talents
None

Resources
Rank 2 – First Officer, Japanese Merchant 
Marine

Flaws
Injured Wrist - -2 Penalty on 2-Handed 
Tasks

Weapon                           Range         Cap    Rating    Size    Attack            Other                                 
Mauser .32 Automatic   50’     n/a       2L         0     6L (3L) 1 spare clip (8 rds)
Punch    n/a     n/a       0N         0     4N (2N)

Japanese Merchant Marine Officer's Uniform – gun in jacket pocket

First Officer Satsuyama is a conscientious if somewhat inexperienced merchant 
marine officer. He blames himself for the loss of the Haruka Maru – he realized too late 
that the storm was causing the ship to drag her anchors, and miscalculated how hard it 
would be to get clear of the island. He knows a little about Schmidt's expedition – more 
than he's likely to tell the PCs – but not most of it. He does know that the Kisu is coming; 
he won't share this with the PCs either....



Kisu   Ship   Crew (30)  
Ally 1

Archetype: Soldier    Motivation: Duty
Style: 0 Health: 4

Primary Attributes
Body: 2 Charisma: 2
Dexterity: 2 Intelligence: 2
Strength: 2 Willpower: 2

Secondary Attributes
Size: 0 Initiative: 4
Move: 4 Defense: 4
Perception: 4 Stun: 2

Skills                    Base        Levels        Rating  
Athletics    2      2       4 (2)
Brawl    2      2       4 (2)
Craft-Mech.    2      2       6 (3)
Firearms    2      2       4 (2)
Pilot-Ships    2      2       4 (2)

Talents
Skill Aptitude (Craft-Mechanic)

Resources
None

Flaws
Intolerant

Weapon                           Range         Cap    Rating    Size    Attack            Other     
Type 38 Rifle   100’     5 (c)       3L         0     7L (3+L) 8 5-rd clips (pouches)
Rifle Butt    n/a     n/a       2N         0     6N (3N) 2-Handed
Punch    n/a     n/a       0N         0     4N (2N)

These are the landing party sailors from the Kisu. Like most Imperial military 
personnel, they believe that they are superior to any “foreign devils”. Gunners will 
replace Pilot-Ships w/ Gunnery; engine crew will replace Pilot-Ships with additional 
Craft-Mechanic levels. While land combat is not their forte, they will engage with 
enthusiasm and determination.

 

The   Kisu  
IJN Kumi-Class Light Cruiser

Vehicle                   Size       Def    Str      Spd    Han   Crew   Pass           Other                                 
Kisu Lt. Cruiser    16    12     30 40  0       450        0 Floatplane

Weapon                           Range         Cap    Rating    Size    Attack            Other     
140mm Gun (x7)  1000’       --      12L         4     16L (8L) No use vs. Aircraft
80mm AA Gun (x2)*  1000’       --      12L         4     14L (7L) -2 vs. Aircraft
Torpedo Tubes (4x2)  2000’       --      24L        16     28L (14L)
*The Kisu's AA guns are hand-cranked and thus are sluggish when trying to shoot down
aircraft.



Lieutenant Hayato Takahashi
Ally 2

Archetype: Soldier    Motivation: Honor
Style: 1 Health: 4

Primary Attributes
Body: 2 Charisma: 3
Dexterity: 3 Intelligence: 3
Strength: 2 Willpower: 2

Secondary Attributes
Size: 0 Initiative: 6
Move: 5 Defense: 5
Perception: 5 Stun: 2

Skills                    Base        Levels        Rating  
Athletics    2      2       4 (2)
Craft-Mech.    3      1       4 (2)
Diplomacy    3      2      5 (2+)
Firearms    3      1       4 (2)
Melee    2      3      5 (2+)
Pilot-Ships    3      3       6 (3)
Survival    3      2      5 (2+)
- Navigate        +2      7 (3+)

Talents
None

Resources
Rank 2 – Lieutenant, IJN

Flaws
Intolerant
Honest

Weapon                           Range         Cap    Rating    Size    Attack            Other     
Type 14 Pistol    50’     8 (m)     3L         0     7L (3+L) 2 8-rd clips (pouch)
Pistol Butt    n/a     n/a       1N         0     6N (3N)
Kai Gunto    n/a     n/a       3L         0     8L (4L)

Nominally, Lt. Takahashi leads the landing party sailors from the Kisu. However, 
he has to take Capt. Hashimoto's orders – which he bitterly resents. He idolizes Capt. 
Tanaka, and hopes to live up to that shining example; but just being with Hashimoto 
seems like a stain on his honor...



Kempei Tai   Tokumu Han   Troopers  
Ally 2

Archetype: Soldier    Motivation: Duty
Style: 0 Health: 5

Primary Attributes
Body: 3 Charisma: 2
Dexterity: 3 Intelligence: 2
Strength: 3 Willpower: 2

Secondary Attributes
Size: 0 Initiative: 5
Move: 6 Defense: 6
Perception: 4 Stun: 3

Skills                    Base        Levels        Rating  
Athletics    3      2      5 (2+)
Brawl    3      1       4 (2)
Firearms    3      3       6 (3)
Intimidation    2      3      5 (2+)
Melee    3      3       6 (3)
Streetwise    2      3      5 (2+)

Talents
Fearsome 1 – Roll Intimidation to intimidate 
all within 10' (p. 64)

Resources
Rank 1 – Kempei Tai secret police

Flaws
Intolerant
Fanatical

Weapon                           Range         Cap    Rating    Size    Attack            Other     
Type 38 Rifle   100’     5 (c)       3L         0     9L (4+L) 8 5-rd clips (pouches)
Rifle Butt    n/a     n/a       2N         0     7N (3+N) 2-Handed
Rifle Bayonet    n/a     n/a       2L         0     7L (3+L) 2-Handed
Type 96 Nambu LMG  100’    30 (c)      3L         0     9L (4+L) 6 30-rd mags (pouch)
Punch    n/a     n/a       0N         0     4N (2N)

Capt. Hashimoto's favorite bully-boys, these special-duty squad soldiers are 
nothing more than a higher grade of thug. Two two-man teams will carry Nambu LMGs 
(loader carries rifle plus 20 30-rd mags). The others are all armed with rifles and 
bayonets. The Tokumu Han are noted for their fanatical devotion to the Emperor; they 
will resort to any tactic, device, or torture to achieve their goals.



Tai-I (Captain) Hiroshi Hashimoto
Ally 3

Archetype: Soldier    Motivation: Power
Style: 2 Health: 7

Primary Attributes
Body: 3 Charisma: 3
Dexterity: 3 Intelligence: 3
Strength: 2 Willpower: 4

Secondary Attributes
Size: 0 Initiative: 6
Move: 5 Defense: 6
Perception: 7 Stun: 3

Skills                    Base        Levels        Rating  
Acad.-Law    3      1       4 (2)
Athletics    2      3      5 (2+)
Bureaucracy    3      1       4 (2)
Diplomacy    3      1       4 (2)
Empathy    3      2      5 (2+)
Firearms    3      3       6 (3)
Intimidate    3      3       6 (3)
MA-Karate    2      3      5 (2+)
Melee    2      3      5 (2+)

Talents
Diehard 1 – Does not fall unconscious when 
Health goes negative; Death at -7.

Resources
Rank 2 – Tai-I (Captain), Kempei Tai
(secret police)

Flaws
Intolerant
Fanatical
Vain

Weapon                           Range         Cap    Rating    Size    Attack            Other     
Type 14 Pistol   100’     8 (m)     3L         0     9L (4+L) 2 8-rd clips (pouch)
Pistol Butt    n/a     n/a       1N         0     6N (3N)
Shin Gunto    n/a     n/a       3L         0     8L (4L)
Punch/Kick    n/a     n/a       0N         0     6N (3N)
Grapple/Throw    n/a     n/a       0N         0     4N (2N)

Captain Hashimoto is an ambitious and ruthless Kempei Tai officer, charged with 
securing and expediting a number of covert intelligence and research projects in the 
Japanese Mandate. He enjoys the small cruelties he can impose by abusing his power, 
and he's hungry for more. He's also very conscious of his image as an Imperial officer, 
taking great pains on his appearance and exhorting his subordinates to do the same. 
Success in this mission will do much to advance his career; failure is unthinkable...



Dr. Kazuki Sato
Ally 2

Archetype: Scientist  Motivation: Duty
Style: 2 Health: 5

Primary Attributes
Body: 2 Charisma: 2
Dexterity: 3 Intelligence: 3
Strength: 2 Willpower: 3

Secondary Attributes
Size: 0 Initiative: 5
Move: 3* Defense: 5
Perception: 6 Stun: 2

Skills                    Base        Levels        Rating  
Athletics    2      2       4 (2)
Bureaucracy    3      1       4 (2)
Investigation    3      1       4 (2)
Linguistics    3      3       6 (3)
Melee    2      3      5 (2+)
Sci.-Biology    3      2      7 (3+)
Survival    3      3       6 (3)

Talents
Skill Aptitude (Biology)
Combat Aptitude 1 – Up to -4/+4 
Penalty/Bonus

Resources
None

Flaws
Poor Vision
*Lame – one leg broken; -2 Move Rating

Weapon                           Range         Cap    Rating    Size    Attack            Other     
Hunting Knife    n/a     n/a       2L         0     7L (3+L) Salvaged
Punch    n/a     n/a       0N         0     0N (0N)

Dr. Sato is the sole surviving scientist of Schmidt's expedition (the archeaologist 
they brought along was killed by a stranglevine while studying inscriptions in some 
unknown language). His notebooks hold some amazing details of life in what Schmidt 
calls the “Hollow Earth”that many would find very interesting. He was an obscure 
researcher when they came to him three months ago, and was told only that his duty to 
the Emperor meant going with Schmidt. Now he's conflicted – still awed by the wonders 
he's seen, angered by the dangers he was so casually thrust into, annoyed by Schmidt's 
arrogance, and fearful as to what reception he'll get when he returns....



Armin Schmidt
Mentor 3

Archetype: Scientist    Motivation: Power
Style: 3 Health: 8

Primary Attributes
Body: 3 Charisma: 3
Dexterity: 3 Intelligence: 4
Strength: 2 Willpower: 3

Secondary Attributes
Size: 0 Initiative: 7
Move: 5 Defense: 6
Perception: 7 Stun: 3

Languages:
   German
   Japanese
   Greek
   Chinese
   Hindu

Skills                    Base        Levels        Rating  
Academic (all)   4      3      7 (3+)
Athletics    2      2       4 (2)
Con    3      1       4 (2)
Diplomacy    3      1       4 (2)
Firearms    3      2      5 (2+)
Investigate    4      2       6 (3)
Linguistics    4      2       6 (3)
Melee    2      3      5 (2+)
Stealth    3      1       4 (2)
Streetwise    4      1      5 (2+)
Survival    4      2       6 (3)

Talents
Robust 1 – +2 Health
Skill Mastery - Academics

Resources
Rank 2 – Thule Society

Flaws
Arrogant
Secret (Thule Society agent)
Callous

Weapon                           Range         Cap    Rating    Size    Attack            Other     
Cavalry Saber    n/a     n/a       3L         0     8L (4L) Nicked and rusty
Hunting Knife    n/a     n/a       1L         0     6L (3L)
Punch    n/a     n/a       0N         0     0N (0N)

Armin Schmidt is a member of the Thule Society, charged with investigating 
reports of possible Atlantean artifacts in the South Seas. Many of these reports date from 
before WWI, when Germany controlled many of these islands; now the Japanese have 
possession of the most promising locations. Armin has been able to gain access, but there 
is little trust between him and his Japanese “allies”. He's tired of their superior attitude 
(hey, who's the Master Race around here anyway?) but puts up with it for now; the 
Society needs their resources. But one of these days....



Tyrannosaurus Rex (1)

Arche.: Dinosaur Motivation: Survival
Style: 0 Health: 16

Primary Attributes
Body: 8 Charisma: 0
Dexterity: 4 Intelligence: 0
Strength: 8 Willpower: 4

Secondary Attributes
Size: 4 Initiative: 4
Move: 12 Defense: 8
Perception: 6 Stun: 8

*T. Rex have a -4 Size Penalty on Attack,  
Defense, and Stealth rolls

Skills                    Base        Levels        Rating  
Brawl    8      4      14 (7)
Stealth    4      2      2* (1)
Survival    0      4       6 (3)

Talents
Alertness - +2 Perception
Skill Aptitude (+2 Brawl)
Skill Aptitude (+2 Survival)

Resources
None

Flaws
Bestial – Cannot communicate or use tools

Weapon                           Range         Cap    Rating    Size    Attack            Other                                 
Bite    n/a     n/a       4L         -4     14L (7L)
Claws    n/a     n/a       2L         -4     12L (6L)
Stomp    n/a     n/a       4N         -4     14N (7N)

Go go Gojira!!!!!


